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Abstract
In this paper, we investigate the module-checking problem
of pushdown multi-agent systems (PMS) against ATL and
ATL∗ specifications. We establish that for ATL, module check-
ing of PMS is 2EXPTIME-complete, which is the same com-
plexity as pushdown module-checking for CTL. On the other
hand, we show that ATL∗ module-checking of PMS turns out
to be 4EXPTIME-complete, hence exponentially harder than
both CTL∗ pushdown module-checking and ATL∗ model-
checking of PMS. Our result for ATL∗ provides a rare exam-
ple of a natural decision problem that is elementary yet but
with a complexity that is higher than triply exponential-time.
1 Introduction
Model checking is a well-established formal-method tech-
nique to automatically check for global correctness of sys-
tems (Clarke and Emerson 1981; Queille and Sifakis 1981).
Early use of model checking mainly considered finite-state
closed systems, modelled as labelled state-transition graphs
(Kripke structures) equipped with some internal degree of
nondeterminism, and specifications given in terms of stan-
dard temporal logics such as the linear-time temporal logic
LTL (Pnueli 1977) and the branching-time temporal logics
CTL and CTL∗ (Emerson and Halpern 1986).
In the last two decades, model-checking techniques
have been extended to the analysis of reactive and dis-
tributed component-based systems, where the behavior of
a component depends on assumptions on its environment
(the other components). One of the first approaches to
model check finite-state open systems is module check-
ing (Kupferman and Vardi 1996), a framework for handling
the interaction between a system and an external unpre-
dictable environment. In this setting, the states of the Kripke
structure are partitioned into those controlled by the system
and those controlled by the environment. The latter ones
intrinsically carry an additional source of nondeterminism
describing the possibility that the computation, from these
states, can continue with any subset of its possible successor
states. This means that while in model checking, we have
only one computation tree representing the possible evolu-
tion of the system, in module checking we have an infinite
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number of trees to handle, one for each possible behavior
of the environment. Deciding whether a system satisfies a
property amounts to check that all such trees satisfy the prop-
erty. This makes module checking harder to deal with. Clas-
sically, module checking has been investigated with respect
to CTL and CTL∗ specifications. More recent approaches
to the verification of multi-component finite-state systems
(multi-agent systems) are based on the game paradigm: the
system is modeled by a multi-player finite-state concurrent
game, where at each step, the next state is determined by
considering the intersection between the choices made si-
multaneously and independently by all the players. In this
setting, properties are specified in logics for strategic rea-
soning such as the alternating-time temporal logics ATL and
ATL∗ (Alur, Henzinger, and Kupferman 2002), well-known
extensions of CTL and CTL∗, respectively, which allow to
express cooperation and competition among agents in order
to achieve certain goals.
For a long time, there has been a common believe that
module checking of CTL/CTL∗ is a special case of model
checking of ATL/ATL∗. The belief has been recently refuted
in (Jamroga and Murano 2014). There, it was proved that
module checking includes two features inherently absent
in the semantics of ATL/ATL∗, namely irrevocability and
nondeterminism of strategies. On the other hand, temporal
logics like CTL and CTL∗ do not accommodate strategic
reasoning. These facts have motivated the extension of
module checking to a finite-state multi-agent setting for han-
dling specifications in ATL∗ (Jamroga and Murano 2015;
Bozzelli and Murano 2017), which turns out to be
more expressive than both CTL∗ module checking
and ATL∗ model checking (Jamroga and Murano 2014;
Jamroga and Murano 2015).
Verification of pushdown systems. An active field of
research is model checking of pushdown systems. These
represent an infinite-state formalism suitable to capture the
control flow of procedure calls and returns in programs.
Model checking of (closed) pushdown systems against
standard regular temporal logics (such as LTL, CTL, CTL∗,
and the modal µ-calculus) is decidable and it has been
intensively studied in recent years leading to efficient veri-
fication algorithms and tools (see e.g. (Walukiewicz 1996;
Bouajjani, Esparza, and Maler 1997;
Ball and Rajamani 2000)). The verification of open
pushdown systems in a two-player turn-based
setting has been investigated in many works
(see e.g. (Lo¨ding, Madhusudan, and Serre 2004;
Hague and Ong 2009)). In (Bozzelli, Murano, and Peron 2010),
open pushdown systems along with the module-checking
paradigm have been considered. As in the case of finite-state
systems, for the logicCTL (resp.,CTL∗), pushdownmodule-
checking is singly exponentially harder than pushdown
model-checking, being precisely 2EXPTIME-complete
(resp., 3EXPTIME-complete), although with the same
program complexity as pushdown model-checking (that is
EXPTIME-complete). Pushdown module-checking has been
investigated under several restrictions (Aminof et al. 2013;
Bozzelli 2011; Murano, Napoli, and Parente 2008), includ-
ing the imperfect-information setting case, where the latter
variant is in general undecidable (Aminof et al. 2013).
More recently in (Murano and Perelli 2015;
Chen, Song, and Wu 2016), the verification of open
pushdown systems has been extended to a concurrent game
setting (pushdown multi-agent systems) by considering
specifications in ATL∗ and the alternating-time modal
µ-calculus.
Our contribution. In this paper, we extend the module-
checking framework to the verification of multi-agent push-
down systems (PMS) by addressing the module-checking
problem of PMS against ATL and ATL∗ specifications. We
establish that ATL module checking for PMS has the same
complexity as pushdown module-checking for CTL, that
is 2EXPTIME-complete. On the other hand, we show that
ATL∗ module checking of PMS has a very high com-
plexity: it turns out to be exponentially harder than ATL∗
model checking of PMS and pushdown module-checking
for CTL∗, being, precisely, 4EXPTIME-complete with an
EXPTIME-complete complexity for a fixed-size formula.
The upper bounds are obtained by an automata-theoretic
approach. The matching lower bound for ATL∗ is shown
by a technically non-trivial reduction from the word prob-
lem for 3EXPSPACE-bounded alternating Turing Machines.
Our result for ATL∗ provides a rare example of a nat-
ural decision problem that is elementary yet but with a
complexity that is higher than triply exponential-time. To
the best of our knowledge, the unique known characteri-
zation of the class 4EXPTIME concerns validity of CTL∗
on alternating automata with bounded cooperative concur-
rency (Harel, Rosner, and Vardi 1990). Due to space con-
straints, some proof details are in the appendix.
2 Preliminaries
We fix the following notations. Let AP be a finite nonempty
set of atomic propositions, Ag be a finite nonempty set of
agents, and Ac be a finite nonempty set of actions that can be
made by agents. For a set A ⊆ Ag of agents, an A-decision
dA is an element in Ac
A assigning to each agent a ∈ A
an action dA(a). For A,A
′ ⊆ Ag with A ∩ A′ = ∅, an
A-decision dA and A
′-decision dA′ , dA ∪ dA′ denotes the
(A∪A′)-decision defined in the obvious way. LetDc = AcAg
be the set of full decisions of all the agents in Ag.
Let N be the set of natural numbers. For an infinite word
w over an alphabet Σ and i ≥ 0, w(i) denotes the (i + 1)th
letter ofw andw≥i the suffix ofw given byw(i)w(i+1) . . ..
For a finite word w over Σ, |w| denotes the length of w.
Given a set Υ of directions, an (infinite) Υ-tree T is a
prefix closed subset of Υ∗ such that for all ν ∈ T , ν · γ ∈ T
for some γ ∈ Υ. Elements of T are called nodes and ε is the
root of T . For ν ∈ T , a child of ν in T is a node of the form
ν · γ for some γ ∈ Υ. An (infinite) path of T is an infinite
sequence pi of nodes such that pi(i+1) is a child in T of pi(i)
for all i ≥ 0. For an alphabet Σ, a Σ-labeled Υ-tree is a pair
〈T, Lab〉 consisting of aΥ-tree and a labelling Lab : T 7→ Σ
assigning to each node in T a symbol in Σ. We extend the
labeling Lab to paths pi in the obvious way, i.e. Lab(pi) is
the infinite word over Σ given by Lab(pi(0))Lab(pi(1)) . . ..
The labeled tree 〈T, Lab〉 is complete if T = Υ∗. Given
k ∈ N \ {0}, a k-ary tree is a {1, . . . , k}-tree.
2.1 Concurrent game structures and pushdown
multi-agent systems
Concurrent game structures
(CGS) (Alur, Henzinger, and Kupferman 2002) gener-
alize labeled transition systems to a setting with multiple
agents. They can be viewed as multi-player games in which
players perform concurrent actions, chosen strategically as
a function of the history of the game.
Definition 2.1 (CGS). A CGS (over AP , Ag, and Ac) is
a tuple G = 〈S, s0, Lab, τ〉, where S is a countable set of
states, s0 ∈ S is the initial state, Lab : S 7→ 2AP maps
each state to a set of atomic propositions, and τ : S×Dc 7→
S ∪ {⊣} is a transition function that maps a state and a full
decision either to a state or to the special symbol ⊣ (⊣ is for
‘undefined’) such that for all states s, there exists d ∈ Dc
so that τ(s, d) 6= ⊣. Given a set A ⊆ Ag of agents, an A-
decision dA, and a state s, we say that dA is available at
state s if there exists an (Ag \ A)-decision dAg\A such that
τ(s, dA ∪ dAg\A) ∈ S.
For a state s and an agent a, state s is controlled by a
if there is a unique (Ag \ {a})-decision available at state
s. Agent a is passive in s if there is a unique {a}-decision
available at state s. Amulti-agent turn-based game is aCGS
where each state is controlled by an agent.
We now recall the notion of strategy in a CGS G =
〈S, s0, Lab, τ〉. A play is an infinite sequence of states
s1s2 . . . such that for all i ≥ 1, si+1 is a successor of si, i.e.
si+1 = τ(si, d) for some full decision d. A track (or history)
ν is a nonempty prefix of some play. Given a set A ⊆ Ag of
agents, a strategy for A is a mapping fA assigning to each
track ν (representing the history the agents saw so far) an A-
decision available at the last state, denoted lst(ν), of ν. The
outcome function out(s, fA) for a state s and the strategy
fA returns the set of all the plays starting at state s that can
occur when agents A execute strategy fA from state s on.
Formally, out(s, fA) is the set of plays pi = s1s2 . . . such
that s1 = s and for all i ≥ 1, there is d ∈ Ac
Ag\A so that
si+1 = τ(si, fA(s1 . . . si) ∪ d).
Definition 2.2. For a set Υ of directions, a Concurrent
Game Υ-Tree (Υ-CGT) is a CGS 〈T, ε, Lab, τ〉, where
〈T, Lab〉 is a 2AP -labeled Υ-tree, and for each node x ∈ T ,
the successors of x correspond to the children of x in T .
Every CGS G = 〈S, s0, Lab, τ〉 induces a S-CGT Unw(G)
obtained by unwinding G from the initial state. Formally,
Unw(G) = 〈T, ε, Lab′, τ ′〉, where ν ∈ T iff s0 · ν is a track
of G, and for all ν ∈ T and d ∈ Dc, Lab′(ν) = Lab(lst(ν))
and τ ′(ν, d) = ν · τ(lst(ν), d), where lst(ε) = s0.
Pushdown multi-agent systems (PMS) PMS, introduced
in (Murano and Perelli 2015), generalize standard push-
down systems to a concurrent multi-player setting.
Definition 2.3 (PMS). A PMS (over AP , Ag, and Ac) is
a tuple S = 〈Q,Γ ∪ {γ0}, q0, Lab,∆〉, where Q is a finite
set of (control) states, Γ ∪ {γ0} is a finite stack alphabet (γ0
is the special stack bottom symbol), q0 ∈ Q is the initial
state, Lab : Q 7→ 2AP maps each state to a set of atomic
propositions, and∆ : Q×(Γ∪{γ0})×Dc 7→ (Q×Γ∗)∪{⊣}
is a transition function (⊣ is for ‘undefined’) such that for all
pairs (q, γ) ∈ Q×Γ, there is d ∈ Dc so that∆(q, γ, d) 6= ⊣.
The size |∆| of the transition function ∆ is given by
|∆| =
∑
(q′,β)∈∆(q,γ,d) |β|. A configuration of the PMS S
is a pair (q, β) where q is a (control) state and β ∈ Γ∗ · γ0
is a stack content. Intuitively, when the PMS S is in state
q, the stack top symbol is γ and the agents take a full de-
cision d available at the current configuration, i.e. such that
∆(q, γ, d) = (q′, β) for some (q′, β) ∈ Q × Γ∗, then S
moves to the configuration with state q′ and stack content
obtained by removing γ and pushing β (if γ = γ0 then γ is
not removed). Formally, thePMS S = 〈Q,Γ, q0, Lab,∆〉 in-
duces the infinite-state CGS G(S) = 〈S, s0, Lab
′, τ〉, where
S is the set of configurations of S, s0 = (q0, γ0) (initially, the
stack contains just the bottom symbol γ0), Lab
′((q, β)) =
Lab(q) for each configuration (q, β), and the transition func-
tion τ is defined as follows for all ((q, γ · β), d) ∈ S × Dc,
where γ ∈ Γ ∪ {γ0}:
• either ∆(q, γ, d) = ⊣ and τ((q, γ · β), d) = ⊣,
• or γ ∈ Γ, ∆(q, γ, d) = (q′, β′), and τ((q, γ · β), d) =
(q′, β′ · β),
• or γ = γ0 (hence, β = ε), ∆(q, γ, d) = (q′, β′), and
τ((q, γ · β), d) = (q′, β′ · γ0).
2.2 The logics ATL∗ and ATL
We recall the alternating-temporal logics ATL∗ and ATL pro-
posed by Alur et al. (Alur, Henzinger, and Kupferman 2002)
as extensions of the standard branching-time temporal log-
ics CTL∗ and CTL (Emerson and Halpern 1986), where the
path quantifiers are replaced by more general parameterized
quantifiers which allow for reasoning about the strategic ca-
pability of groups of agents. For the given sets AP and Ag
of atomic propositions and agents, ATL∗ formulas ϕ are de-
fined as:
ϕ ::= true | p | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | Xϕ | ϕUϕ | 〈〈A〉〉ϕ
where p ∈ AP , A ⊆ Ag, X and U are the standard “next”
and “until” temporal modalities, and 〈〈A〉〉 is the “existential
strategic quantifier” parameterized by a set of agents. For-
mula 〈〈A〉〉ϕ expresses that the group of agents A has a col-
lective strategy to enforce property ϕ. We use some short-
hand: Fϕ := trueUϕ (“eventually”) and Gϕ := ¬F¬ϕ
(“always”). A state formula is a formula where each tempo-
ral modality is in the scope of a strategic quantifier. A ba-
sic formula is a state formula of the form 〈〈A〉〉ϕ. The logic
ATL is the fragment of ATL∗ where each temporal modal-
ity is immediately preceded by a strategic quantifier. Note
that CTL∗ (resp., CTL) corresponds to the fragment of ATL∗
(resp., ATL), where only the strategic modalities 〈〈Ag〉〉 and
〈〈∅〉〉 (equivalent to the existential and universal path quanti-
fiers E and A, respectively) are allowed.
Given a CGS G with labeling Lab and a play pi of G, the
satisfaction relation G, pi |= ϕ for ATL∗ is defined as follows
(Boolean connectives are treated as usual):
G, pi |= p ⇔ p ∈ Lab(pi(0)),
G, pi |= Xϕ ⇔ G, pi≥1 |= ϕ,
G, pi |= ϕ1 Uϕ2 ⇔ there is j ≥ 0 : G, pi≥j |= ϕ2 and
G, pi≥k |= ϕ1 for all 0 ≤ k < j
G, pi |= 〈〈A〉〉ϕ ⇔ for some strategy fA for A,
G, pi′ |= ϕ for all pi′ ∈ out(pi(0), fA).
For a state s of G, G, s |= ϕ if there is a play pi starting from
s such that G, pi |= ϕ. Note that if ϕ is a state formula, then
for all plays pi and pi′ from s, G, pi |= ϕ iff G, pi′ |= ϕ. G
is a model of ϕ, denoted G |= ϕ, if for the initial state s0,
G, s0 |= ϕ. Note that G |= ϕ iff Unw(G) |= ϕ.
2.3 ATL∗ and ATL Pushdown Module-checking
In this section, we first recall the ATL∗ module-
checking framework which turns out to be more
expressive than both CTL∗ module checking and
ATL∗ model checking (Jamroga and Murano 2014;
Jamroga and Murano 2015). Then, we generalize this
setting to pushdown multi-agent systems. In the multi-
agent module-checking setting, one consider CGS with a
distinguished agent (the environment).
Definition 2.4 (Open CGS). An open CGS is a CGS
G = 〈S, s0, Lab, τ〉 containing a special agent called “the
environment” (env ∈ Ag). Moreover, for every state s, either
s is controlled by the environment (environment state) or the
environment is passive in s (system state).
For an open CGS G = 〈S, s0, Lab, τ〉, the set of
(environment) strategy trees of G, denoted exec(G), is the set
of S-CGT obtained from Unw(G) by possibly pruning some
environment transitions. Formally, exec(G) is the set of S-
CGT T = 〈T, ε, Lab′, τ ′〉 such that T is a prefix closed sub-
set of the set ofUnw(G)-nodes and for all ν ∈ T and d ∈ Dc,
Lab′(ν) = Lab(lst(ν)), and τ ′(ν, d) = ν · τ(lst(ν), d) if
ν · τ(lst(ν), d) ∈ T , and τ ′(ν, d) = ⊣ otherwise, where
lst(ε) = s0. Moreover, for all ν ∈ T , the following holds:
• if lst(ν) is a system state, then for each successor s of
lst(ν) in G, ν · s ∈ T ;
• if lst(ν) is an environment state, then there is a nonempty
subset {s1, . . . , sn} of the set of lst(ν)-successors such
that the set of children of ν in T is {ν · s1, . . . , ν · sn}.
Intuitively, when G is in a system state s, then all the tran-
sitions from s are enabled. When G is instead in an envi-
ronment state, the set of enabled transitions from s depend
on the current environment. Since the behavior of the en-
vironment is nondeterministic, we have to consider all the
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Figure 1: Multi-agent pushdown coffee machine Scof
possible subsets of the set of s-successors. The only con-
straint, since we consider environments that cannot block
the system, is that not all the transitions from s can be dis-
abled. For an open CGS G and an ATL∗ formula ϕ, G reac-
tively satisfies ϕ, denoted G |=r ϕ, if for all strategy trees
T ∈ exec(G), T |= ϕ. Note that G |=r ϕ implies G |= ϕ
(since Unw(G) ∈ exec(G)), but the converse in general does
not hold.
ATL∗ and ATL Pushdown Module-checking. An open
PMS is a PMS S such that the induced CGS G(S) is open.
The pushdownmodule-checking problem against ATL (resp.,
ATL∗) is checking for a given open PMS S and an ATL for-
mula (resp., ATL∗ state formula) ϕ whether G(S) |=r ϕ.
Example 2.5. Consider a coffee machine that allows cus-
tomers (representing the environment) to choose between
the following actions: (i) ordering and paying a black or
white coffee (actions b or w), (ii) like the actions in the
previous point but, additionally, paying a “suspended” cof-
fee for the benefit of any customer unknown (actions b+ or
w+), and (iii) asking for a gifted (black or white) coffee (ac-
tions b− or w−). The coffee machine is modeled by a turn-
based open PMS Scof with three agents: the environment,
the brewer br whose function is to pour coffee into the cup
(action pour), and the milk provider who can add milk (ac-
tionmilk). The two system agents can be faulty and ignore
the request from the environment (action ign). The stack is
exploited for checking whether a request for a gifted coffee
can be accepted or not. After the completion of a request,
the machine waits for further selections. The PMS Scof is
represented as a graph in Figure 1 where each node (con-
trol state) is labeled by the propositions holding at it: the
state labeled by choice is controlled by the environment, the
states labeled by reqb or reqw are controlled by the brewer
br, while the state labeled by milk is controlled by the milk
provider. The notation push(γ) denotes a push stack opera-
tion, while pop(γ) (resp., pop(γ0)) denotes a pop operation
onto a non-empty (resp., empty) stack.
In module checking, we can condition the property to
be achieved on the behaviour of the environment. For in-
stance, users who never order white coffee and whose re-
quest is never rejected can be served by the brewer alone:
G(Scof ) |=r AG(¬reqw∧¬rej)→ 〈〈br〉〉F black. In model
checking, the same formula does not express any interest-
ing property since G(Scof ) 6|= AG(¬reqw ∧ ¬rej). Like-
wise G(Scof ) |= AG¬reqw → 〈〈br〉〉F black, whereas mod-
ule checking gives a different and more intuitive answer:
G(Scof ) 6|=r AG¬reqw → 〈〈br〉〉F black (there are envi-
ronments where requests for a gifted coffee are always re-
jected).
3 Decision procedures
In this section, we provide an automata-theoretic
framework for solving the pushdown module-checking
problem against ATL and ATL∗ which is based on
the use of parity alternating automata for CGS (par-
ity ACG) (Schewe and Finkbeiner 2006) and parity
nondeterministic pushdown tree automata (parity
NPTA) (Kupferman, Piterman, and Vardi 2002). The
proposed approach (which is proved to be asymptotically
optimal in Section 4) consists of two steps. For the given
open PMS S and ATL formula (resp., ATL∗ state formula)
ϕ, by exploiting known results, we first build in linear-time
(resp., double exponential time) a parity ACG A¬ϕ accept-
ing the set of CGT which satisfy ¬ϕ. Then in the second
step, we show how to construct a parity NPTA P accepting
suitable encodings of the strategy trees of G(S) accepted by
A¬ϕ. Hence, G(S) |=r ϕ iff the language accepted by P is
empty.
In the following, we first recall the frameworks of NPTA
and ACG, and known translations of ATL∗ and ATL formu-
las into equivalent parity ACG. Then, in Subsection 3.1, by
exploiting parity NPTA, we show that given an open PMS S
and a parity ACG A, checking that no strategy tree of G(S)
is accepted by A can be done in time double exponential in
the size ofA and singly exponential in the size of S.
Nondeterministic Pushdown Tree Automata (NPTA).
Here, we describe parity NPTA (without ε-transitions) over
labeled complete k-ary trees for a given k ≥ 1, which are tu-
plesP = 〈Σ, Q,Γ∪{γ0}, q0, ρ,Ω〉, whereΣ is a finite input
alphabet,Q is a finite set of (control) states, Γ ∪ {γ0} is a fi-
nite stack alphabet (γ0 is the special bottom symbol), q0 ∈ Q
is an initial state, ρ : Q × Σ × (Γ ∪ {γ0}) → 2
(Q×Γ∗)k is
a transition function, and Ω : Q 7→ N is a parity acceptance
condition over Q assigning to each state a color. The index
of P is the number of colors in Ω, i.e., the cardinality of
Ω(Q). Intuitively, when the automaton is in state q, reading
an input node x labeled by σ ∈ Σ, and the stack contains
a word γ · β in Γ∗.γ0, then the automaton chooses a tuple
〈(q1, β1), . . . , (qk, βk)〉 ∈ ρ(q, σ, γ) and splits in k copies
such that for each 1 ≤ i ≤ k, a copy in state qi, and stack
content obtained by removing γ and pushing βi, is sent to
the node x · i in the input tree.
Formally, a run of the NPTA P on a Σ-labeled complete
k-ary tree 〈T, Lab〉 (with T = {1, . . . , k}∗) is a (Q×Γ∗.γ0)-
labeled tree r = 〈T, Labr〉 such that Labr(ε) = (q0, γ0)
(initially, the stack is empty) and for each x ∈ T with
Labr(x) = (q, γ · β), there is 〈(q1, β1), . . . , (qk, βk)〉 ∈
ρ(p, Lab(x), γ) such that for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k, Labr(x · i) =
(qi, βi · β) if γ 6= γ0, and Labr(x · i) = (qi, βi · γ0) other-
wise (note that in this case β = ε). The run r = 〈T, Labr〉 is
accepting if for all infinite paths pi starting from the root, the
highest color Ω(q) of the states q appearing infinitely often
along Labr(pi) is even. The language L(P) accepted by P
consists of the Σ-labeled complete k-ary tree 〈T, Lab〉 such
that there is an accepting run of P over 〈T, Lab〉.
For complexity analysis, we consider the fol-
lowing two parameters: the size |ρ| of ρ given by
|ρ| =
∑
〈(q1,β1),...,(qk,βk)〉∈ρ(q,σ,γ)
|β1| + . . . + |βk|
and the smaller parameter ||ρ|| given by ||ρ|| =
∑
β∈ρ0
|β|
where ρ0 is the set of words β ∈ Γ∗.γ0 occur-
ring in ρ. The following result has been estab-
lished in (Kupferman, Piterman, and Vardi 2002) (see
also (Bozzelli, Murano, and Peron 2010)).
Proposition 3.1. (Kupferman, Piterman, and Vardi 2002;
Bozzelli, Murano, and Peron 2010) The emptiness problem
for a parity NPTA of index m with n states, and transition
function ρ can be solved in timeO(|ρ| ·2O(||ρ||
2·n2·m2 logm)).
Alternating automata for CGS
(ACG) (Schewe and Finkbeiner 2006). ACG general-
ize alternating automata by branching universally or
existentially over all successors that result from the agents’
decisions. Formally, for a set X , let B+(X) be the set of
positive Boolean formulas over X , i.e. Boolean formulas
built from elements inX using ∨ and ∧. A parity ACG over
2AP and Ag is a tuple A = 〈Q, q0, δ,Ω〉, where Q, q0, and
Ω are defined as for NPTA, while δ is a transition function
of the form δ : Q × 2AP → B+(Q × {,♦} × 2Ag). The
transition function δ maps a state and an input letter to a
positive Boolean combination of universal atoms (q,, A)
which refer to all successors states for some available
A-decision, and existential atoms (q,♦, A) which refer to
some successor state for all available A-decisions. The size
|A| of A is |Q| + |Atoms(A)|, where Atoms(A) is the set
of atoms of A, i.e. the set of tuples in Q × {,♦} × 2Ag
occurring in the transition function δ.
We interpret the parity ACG A over CGT. Given a CGT
T = 〈T, ε, Lab, τ〉 over AP and Ag, a run of A over T is
a (Q × T )-labeled N-tree r = 〈Tr, Labr〉, where each node
of Tr labelled by (q, ν) describes a copy of the automaton
that is in the state q and reads the node ν of T . Moreover, we
require that r(ε) = (q0, ε) (initially, the automaton is in state
q0 reading the root node), and for each y ∈ Tr with r(y) =
(q, ν), there is a set H ⊆ Q × {,♦} × 2Ag such that H is
model of δ(q, Lab(ν)) and the setL of labels associated with
the children of y in Tr satisfies the following conditions:
• for all universal atoms (q′,, A) ∈ H , there is an avail-
able A-decision dA in the node ν of T such that for
all the children ν′ of ν which are consistent with dA,
(q′, ν′) ∈ L;
• for all existential atoms (q′,♦, A) ∈ H and for all
available A-decisions dA in the node ν of T , there is
some child ν′ of ν which is consistent with dA such that
(q′, ν′) ∈ L.
The run r is accepting if for all infinite paths pi starting
from the root, the highest color of the states appearing in-
finitely often along Labr(pi) is even. The language L(A) ac-
cepted by A consists of the CGT T over AP and Ag such
that there is an accepting run ofA over T .
From ATL∗ and ATL to parity ACG. We exploit a
known translation of ATL∗ state formulas (resp., ATL for-
mulas) into equivalent parity ACG which has been provided
in (Bozzelli and Murano 2017). In particular, the following
holds, where for a finite set B disjunct fromAP and a CGT
T = 〈T, ε, Lab, τ〉 over AP , a B-labeling extension of T
is a CGT over AP ∪ B of the form 〈T, ε, Lab′, τ〉, where
Lab′(ν) ∩ AP = Lab(ν) for all ν ∈ T .
Theorem 3.2. (Bozzelli and Murano 2017) For an ATL∗
state formula (resp., ATL formula) ϕ over AP , one can con-
struct in doubly exponential time (resp., linear time) a parity
ACGAϕ over 2AP∪Bϕ , where Bϕ is the set of basic subfor-
mulas of ϕ, such that for all CGT T over AP , T is a model
of ϕ iff there exists a Bϕ-labeling extension of T which is
accepted by Aϕ. Moreover, Aϕ has size O(22
O(|Φ|·log(|ϕ|))
)
and index 2O(|ϕ|) (resp., size O(|ϕ|) and index 2).
Note that while the well-known translation of CTL∗
formulas into alternating automata involves just a single
exponential blow-up, by Theorem 3.2, the translation of
ATL∗ formulas in alternating automata for CGS entails a
double exponential blow-up. This seems in contrast with
the well-known fact that ATL∗ satisfiability has the same
complexity as CTL∗ satisfiability, i.e., it is 2EXPTIME-
complete (Schewe 2008). In particular, given an ATL∗ state
formula ϕ, one can construct in singly exponential time
a parity ACG accepting the set of CGT satisfying some
special requirements which provide a necessary and suffi-
cient condition for ensuring the existence of some model of
ϕ (Schewe 2008). These requirements are based on an equiv-
alent representation of the models of a formula obtained by
a sort of widening operation. However, when applied to the
strategy trees of a CGS, such an encoding is not regular
since one has to require that for all nodes in the encoding
which are copies of the same environment node in the given
strategy tree, the associated subtrees are isomorphic. Hence,
the approach used in (Schewe 2008) cannot be applied to the
module-checking setting.
3.1 Upper bounds for ATL and ATL∗ pushdown
module-checking
Let S be an open PMS, ϕ an ATL∗ (resp., ATL) formula,
and A¬ϕ the parity ACG over 2AP∪Bϕ (Bϕ is the set of
basic subformulas of ϕ) of Theorem 3.2 associated with the
negation of ϕ. By Theorem 3.2, checking that G(S) |=r ϕ
reduces to check that there are noBϕ-labeling extensions of
the strategy trees of G(S) accepted by A¬ϕ. In this section,
we provide an algorithm for checking this last condition. In
particular, we establish the following result.
Theorem 3.3. Given an open PMS S on AP , a finite set B
disjunct fromAP , and a parity ACGA on 2AP∪B , checking
that there are no B-labeling extensions of strategy trees of
G(S) accepted byA can be done in time doubly exponential
in the size of A and singly exponential in the size of S.
Thus, by Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3, and since the
pushdownmodule-checking problem against CTL is already
2EXPTIME-complete, and EXPTIME-complete for a fixed
CTL formula (Bozzelli, Murano, and Peron 2010), we ob-
tain the following corollary.
Corollary 3.4. Pushdown module-checking for ATL∗ is in
4EXPTIME while pushdown module-checking for ATL is
2EXPTIME-complete. Moreover, for a fixed ATL∗ state for-
mula (resp., ATL formula), the pushdown module-checking
problem is EXPTIME-complete.
In Section 4, we provide a lower bound for ATL∗ match-
ing the upper bound in the corollary above.We now illustrate
the proof of Theorem 3.3 which is based on a reduction to
emptiness of parity NPTA. For simplicity, we assume that
the set B in the statement of Theorem 3.3 is empty (the gen-
eral case where B 6= ∅ is similar).
Fix an open PMS S = 〈Q,Γ ∪ {γ0}, q0, Lab,∆〉 over
AP and a parity ACG A over 2AP , and let G(S) =
〈S, s0, LabS, τ〉. For all pairs (q, γ) ∈ Q × (Γ ∪ {γ0}), we
denote by nextS(q, γ) the finite set of pairs (q
′, β) ∈ Q×Γ∗
such that there is a full decision d so that ∆(q, γ, d) =
(q′, β). We fix an ordering on the set nextS(q, γ) which in-
duces an ordering on the finite set of successors of all the
configurations of the form (q, γ · α). Moreover, we consider
the parameter kS = max{nextS(q, γ) | (q, γ) ∈ Q × Γ}
which represents the finite branching degree of Unw(G(S)).
Thus, we can encode each track ν = s0, s1, . . . , sn of G(S)
starting from the initial state, by the finite word i1, . . . , in
over {1, . . . , kS} of length n where for all 1 ≤ h ≤ n,
ih represents the index of state sh in the ordered set of
successors of state sh−1. Now, we observe that the tran-
sition function τ ′ of a strategy tree T = 〈T, ε, Lab′, τ ′〉
of G(S) is completely determined by T and the transition
function τ of G(S). Hence, for the fixed open CGS G(S),
T can be simply specified by the underlying 2AP -labeled
tree 〈T, Lab′〉. We consider an equivalent representation
of 〈T, Lab′〉 by a (2AP ∪ {⊥})-labeled complete kS-tree
〈{1, . . . , kS}∗, Lab⊥〉, called the ⊥-completion encoding of
T (⊥ is a fresh proposition), where the labeling Lab⊥ is de-
fined as follows for each node x ∈ {1, . . . , kS}∗:
• if x encodes a track s0 · ν such that ν is a node of T , then
Lab⊥(x) = Lab
′(ν) (concrete nodes);
• otherwise, Lab(x) = {⊥} (completion nodes).
In this way, all the labeled trees encoding strategy trees
T of G(S) have the same structure (they all coincide with
{1, . . . , kS}∗), and they differ only in their labeling. Thus,
the proposition⊥ is used to denote both “completion” nodes
and nodes in Unw(G(S)) which are absent in T (possible
environment choices are disabled). We show the following
result which, together with Proposition 3.1, provides a proof
of Theorem 3.3 (for the case B = ∅).
Theorem 3.5. Given an open PMS S = 〈Q,Γ ∪
{γ0}, q0, Lab,∆〉 over AP and a parity ACG A =
〈QA, q0A, δ,Ω〉 over 2
AP with index h, one can build in
singly exponential time, a parity NPTA P accepting the set
of 2AP ∪ {⊥}-labeled complete kS -trees which are the ⊥-
completion encodings of the strategy trees of G(S) which are
accepted byA. Moreover, P has indexO(h|A|2), number of
states O(|Q| · (h|A|2)O(h|A|
2)), and transition function ρ
such that ||ρ|| = O(|∆| · (h|A|2)O(h|A|
2)).
Proof. First, we observe that for the given parity ACG A
and an input CGT T , we can associate in a standard way to
A and T an infinite-state parity game, where player 0 plays
for acceptance, while player 1 plays for rejection. Winning
strategies of player 0 correspond to accepting runs ofA over
T . Thus, since the existence of a winning strategy in par-
ity games implies the existence of a memoryless one, we
can restrict ourselves to consider only memoryless runs of
A, i.e. runs r = 〈Tr, Labr〉 where the behavior of A along
r depends only on the current input node and current state.
Formally, r is memoryless if for all nodes y and y′ of r hav-
ing the same label, the subtrees rooted at the nodes y and
y′ of r are isomorphic. We now provide a representation of
the memoryless runs ofA over the strategy trees of the open
CGS G(S) induced by the given open PMS S.
Fix a strategy tree T = 〈T, ε, LabT , τ〉 of G(S) and let
〈{1, . . . , kS}∗, Lab⊥〉 be the ⊥-completion encoding of T .
Recall that Atoms(A) is the set of atoms of A, i.e. the set
of tuples in QA × {,♦} × 2Ag occurring in the transition
function δ of A. Let Ann = 2QA×Atoms(A) be the finite set
of annotations and Υ = (2AP × Ann× Ann) ∪ {⊥}. For an
annotation an ∈ Ann, we denote by Dom(an) the set of A-
states q such that (q, atom) ∈ an for some atom atom ∈
Atoms(A), and by Cod(an) the set of states occurring in
the atoms of an. We represent memoryless runs r of A
over T as annotated extensions of the ⊥-completion encod-
ing 〈{1, . . . , kS}∗, Lab⊥〉 of T , i.e. Υ-labeled complete kS-
trees 〈{1, . . . , kS}∗, LabΥ〉, where for every concrete node
x ∈ {1, . . . , kS} encoding a node νx of T , LabΥ(x) is of the
form (Lab⊥(x), an, an
′) (recall that Lab⊥(x) = LabT (νx)),
and for every completion node x, LabΥ(x) = Lab⊥(x) =
{⊥}. Intuitively, the meaning of the first annotation an in
the label of a concrete node x is as follows: Dom(an) rep-
resents the set of A-states q associated with the copies of
A in the run r which read the input node νx of T , while
for each q ∈ Dom(an), the set of atoms atom such that
(q, atom) ∈ an represents the model of δ(q, LabT (νx)) se-
lected by A in r on reading node νx in state q. Addition-
ally, the second annotation an′ in the labeling of node x
keeps tracks, in case x is not the root, of the subset of the
moves in the first annotation of the parent ν′ of νx in T
for which, starting from ν′, a copy of A is sent to the cur-
rent node νx along r. Moreover, we require that the two
annotations an and an′ are consistent, i.e., an′ = ∅ if x is
the root and Cod(an′) = Dom(an) otherwise. An annotated
extension 〈{1, . . . , kS}∗, LabΥ〉 of 〈{1, . . . , kS}∗, Lab⊥〉 is
well-formed if it satisfies the local requirements informally
expressed above. We deduce the following result (a proof of
the following claim is given in Appendix A).
Claim 1: one can construct in singly exponential time a
parity NPTA Pwf over Υ-labeled complete kS -trees accept-
ing the set of well-formed annotated extensions of the ⊥-
completion encodings of strategy trees of G(S). Moreover,
Pwf has number of states O(|Q| · 2O(|QA|·|Atoms(A)|)), index
1, and transition function ρ such that ||ρ|| = O(|∆|).
In order to check that the memoryless run r of the ACG
A over the input T encoded by a well-formed annotated
extension 〈{1, . . . , kS}∗, LabΥ〉 of 〈{1, . . . , kS}∗, Lab⊥〉 is
accepting, we proceed as follows. Let pi be an infinite path
of 〈{1, . . . , kS}∗, LabΥ〉 from the root which does not visit
a ⊥-labeled node. Then, LabΥ(pi) keeps tracks of all infi-
nite sequences of states in QA (we call QA-paths) along
r associated with the input path of the strategy tree T en-
coded by pi. In particular, if LabΥ(pi(i)) = (σi, ani, an
′
i)
for all i ≥ 0, these QA-paths correspond to the sequences
q0q1 . . . of QA-states such that for all i ≥ 0, qi ∈
Dom(ani) and (qi, (qi+1,m,A)) ∈ ani ∩ an′i+1 for some
m ∈ {,♦} and set A of agents. We need to check that
all these QA-paths satisfy the acceptance condition of A.
Then, we first easily construct a co-parity nondeterminis-
tic word automaton B over Υ with O(|QA| · |Atoms(A))|
states and index h (the index of A) which accepts an infi-
nite word over Υ iff it contains a QA-path that does not
satisfy the parity acceptance condition of A. We now co-
determinize B, i.e., determinize it and complement it in a
singly-exponential construction (Safra 1988) to obtain a de-
terministic parity word automaton B′ that rejects violating
QA-paths. By (Safra 1988), B′ has (nh)O(nh) states and in-
dex O(nh), where n = |QA| · |Atoms(A)|. From B′, we
construct a standard parity nondeterministic tree automaton
(parity NTA) Aacc over Υ-labeled complete kS-trees having
(nh)O(nh) states and index O(nh) obtained by simply run-
ningB′ in parallel over all the branches of the input which do
not visit a⊥-labeled node. Then, the parity NPTA P satisfy-
ing Theorem 3.5 is obtained by projecting out the annotation
components of the input trees accepted by the intersection
of the NPTA Pwf in Claim 1 with the parity NTA Aacc (re-
call that parity NPTA are effectively and polynomial-time
closed under projection and intersection with nondetermin-
istic tree automata (Kupferman, Piterman, and Vardi 2002)).
This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.5.
4 4EXPTIME–hardness of ATL∗ pushdown
module checking
In this section, we establish the following result.
Theorem 4.1. Pushdown module checking against ATL∗ is
4EXPTIME–hard even for two-player turn-based PMS of
fixed size.
Theorem 4.1 is proved by a polynomial-time reduction
from the word problem for 3EXPSPACE–bounded Alter-
nating Turing Machines (ATM, for short) with a binary
branching degree. Formally, such a machine is a tuple
M = 〈Σ, Q,Q∀, Q∃, q0, δ, F 〉, where Σ is the input alpha-
bet, which contains the blank symbol #, Q is the finite set
of states which is partitioned into Q = Q∀ ∪ Q∃, Q∃ (resp.,
Q∀) is the set of existential (resp., universal) states, q0 is the
initial state,F ⊆ Q is the set of accepting states, and the tran-
sition function δ is a mapping δ : Q×Σ→ (Q×Σ×{←,→
})2. Configurations ofM are words in Σ∗ · (Q×Σ) ·Σ∗. A
configurationC = η · (q, σ) ·η′ denotes that the tape content
is η · σ · η′, the current state (resp., input symbol) is q (resp.,
σ), and the reading head is at position |η| + 1. From config-
uration C, the machine M nondeterministically chooses a
triple (q′, σ′, d) in δ(q, σ) = 〈(ql, σl, dl), (qr, σr, dr)〉, and
then moves to state q′, writes σ′ in the current tape cell, and
its reading head moves one cell to the left or to the right,
according to d. We denote by succl(C) and succr(C) the
successors of C obtained by choosing respectively the left
and the right triple in 〈(ql, σl, dl), (qr, σr, dr)〉. The config-
uration C is accepting (resp., universal, resp., existential )
if the associated state q is in F (resp., in Q∀, resp., in Q∃).
Given an input α ∈ Σ+, a (finite) computation tree of M
over α is a finite tree in which each node is labeled by a
configuration. The root of the tree is labeled by the initial
configuration associated with α. An internal node that is la-
beled by a universal configurationC has two children, corre-
sponding to succl(C) and succr(C), while an internal node
labeled by an existential configuration C has a single child,
corresponding to either succl(C) or succr(C). The tree is
accepting if each its leaf is labeled by an accepting config-
uration. An input α ∈ Σ+ is accepted by M if there is an
accepting computation tree ofM over α.
If the ATM M is 3EXPSPACE–bounded, then there
is a constant c ≥ 1 such that for each α ∈ Σ+,
the space needed by M on input α is bounded by
Tower (|α|c, 3), where for all n, h ∈ N, Tower (n, h) de-
notes a tower of exponentials of height h and argumentn (i.e,
Tower (n, 0) = n and Tower (n, h + 1) = 2Tower(n,h)). It
is well-known (Chandra, Kozen, and Stockmeyer 1981) that
the acceptance problem for 3EXPSPACE–bounded ATM is
4EXPTIME-complete even if the ATM is assumed to be of
fixed size.
Fix a 3EXPSPACE–bounded ATM M and an input α ∈
Σ+. Let n = |α|. W.l.o.g. we assume that the constant
c is 1 and n > 1. Hence, any reachable configuration
of M over α can be seen as a word in Σ∗ · (Q ×
Σ) · Σ∗ of length Tower (n, 3), and the initial configu-
ration is (q0, α(0))α(1) . . . α(n − 1) · (#)
t where t =
Tower (n, 3) − n. Note that for an ATM configuration C =
u1u2 . . . uTower(n,3) and for all i ∈ [1,Tower(n, 3)] and
dir ∈ {l, r}, the value u′i of the i-th cell of succdir(C) is
completely determined by the values ui−1, ui and ui+1 (tak-
ing ui+1 for i = Tower (n, 3) and ui−1 for i = 1 to be some
special symbol, say ⊢). We denote by nextdir(ui−1, ui, ui+1)
our expectation for u′i (this function can be trivially ob-
tained from the transition function of M). According to
the previous observation, we use the set Λ of triples of the
form (up, u, us) where u ∈ Σ ∪ (Q × Σ), and up, us ∈
Σ ∪ (Q × Σ) ∪ {⊢}. We prove the following result from
which Theorem 4.1 directly follows.
Theorem 4.2. One can construct, in time polynomial in n
and the size ofM, a turn-based PMS S and an ATL∗ state
formula ϕ over the set of agents Ag = {sys, env} such that
M accepts α iff there is a strategy tree in exec(G(S)) that
satisfies ϕ iff G(S) 6|=r ¬ϕ. Moreover, the size of G(S) de-
pends only on the size ofM.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theo-
rem 4.2. We first define an encoding of the ATM configura-
tions by using the following setMain of atomic propositions.
Main := Λ ∪ {0, 1, ∀, ∃, l, r, f} ∪ {s1, s2, s3, e1, e2, e3}
In the encoding of an ATM configuration, for each ATM cell,
we record the content of the cell, the location (cell number)
of the cell on the ATM tape, and the contents of the previ-
ous and next cell (if any). In order to encode the cell num-
ber, which is a natural number in [0,Tower (n, 3) − 1], for
Figure 2: Subtree of the computation tree of the open PMS S rooted at an f -node (pop-phase)
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all 1 ≤ h ≤ 3, we define the notions of h-block and well-
formed h-block. For h = 1, 2, well-formed h-blocks encode
integers in [0,Tower(n, h)−1], while well-formed 3-blocks
encode the cells of ATM configurations. In particular, for
h = 2, 3, a well-formed h-block encoding a natural number
m ∈ [0,Tower (n, h)− 1] is a sequence of Tower (n, h− 1)
well-formed (h− 1)-blocks, where the ith (h− 1)-block en-
codes both the value and the position of the ith-bit in the
binary representation ofm.
Formally, a 0-block is a word of the form {b} where b ∈
{0, 1} (b is the content of {b}). For 1 ≤ h ≤ 3, an h-block
bl is a word of the form {sh} · bl0 . . . blt · {τ} · {eh}, where
(i) t ≥ 1, τ ∈ {0, 1} if h 6= 3, and τ ∈ Λ otherwise (τ is the
content of bl), and (ii) for all 0 ≤ i ≤ t, bli is an (h − 1)-
block. The h-block bl is well-formed if t = Tower(n, h −
1)−1 and whenever h > 1, then the (h−1)-block bli is well-
formed and has number i for each 0 ≤ i ≤ t. In this case,
the number of bl is the natural number in [0,Tower(n, h)−
1] whose binary code is given by b0 . . . bt where bi is the
content of the sub-block bli for all 0 ≤ i ≤ t.
ATM configurations C = u1u2 . . . uk (note that here we
do not require that k = Tower (n, 3)) are then encoded by
words wC of the form wC = tag1 · bl1 · . . . · blk · tag2,
where tag1 ∈ {{l}, {r}}, for each i ∈ [1, k], bli is a 3-
block whose content is (ui−1, ui, ui+1) (where u0 =⊢ and
uk+1 =⊢), tag2 = {f} if C is accepting, tag2 = {∃} if
C is non-accepting and existential, and tag2 = ∀ otherwise.
The symbols l and r are used to mark a left and a right ATM
successor, respectively. We also use the symbol l to mark
the initial configuration. If k = Tower (n, 3) and for each
i ∈ [1, k], bli is a well-formed 3-block having number i− 1,
then we say that wC is a well-formed code of C. A sequence
wC1 · . . . · wCp of well-formed ATM configuration codes is
faithful to the evolution of M if for each 1 ≤ i < p, ei-
therwCi+1 is marked by symbol l and Ci+1 = succl(Ci), or
wCi+1 is marked by symbol r and Ci+1 = succr(Ci).
Behaviour of the PMS S and encoding of accepting com-
putation trees on α. The PMS S in Theorem 4.2 generates,
for different environment behaviors, all the possible compu-
tation trees ofM. External nondeterminism is used in order
to produce the actual symbols of each ATM configuration
code. Whenever the PMS S reaches the end of an existen-
tial (resp., universal) guessed ATM configuration code wC ,
it simulates the existential (resp., universal) choice of M
from C by external (resp., internal) nondeterminism, and, in
particular, S chooses a symbol in {l, r} and marks the next
guessed ATM configuration with this symbol. This ensures
that, once we fix the environment behavior, we really get
a tree T where each existential ATM configuration code is
followed by (at least) one ATM configuration code marked
by a symbol in {l, r}, and every universal configuration is
followed (in different branches) by two ATM configurations
codes, one marked by the symbol l and the other one marked
by the symbol r.
We have to check that the guessed computation tree T
(corresponding to environment choices) corresponds to a le-
gal computation tree ofM over α. To that purpose, we have
to check several properties about each computation path pi
of T , in particular: (i) the ATM configurations codes are
well-formed (i.e., the Tower (n, 3)-bit counter is properly
updated), and (ii) pi is faithful to the evolution of M. The
PMS S cannot guarantee by itself these requirements. Thus,
these checks are performed by a suitable ATL∗ formula ϕ.
However, in order to construct an ATL∗ formula of polyno-
mial size, we need to ‘isolate’ the (arbitrary) selected path pi
from the remaining part of the tree. This is the point where
we use the stack of the PMS S. As the ATM configurations
codes are guessed symbol by symbol, they are pushed onto
the stack of the PMS S. Whenever the end of an accept-
ing computation path pi (i.e., a sequence of ATM configura-
tion codes where the last ATM configuration is accepting) is
reached, the PMS by using both internal and external nonde-
terminism pop the entire computation path pi from the stack.
In this way, the PMS S partitions the sanity checks for pi
into separate branches (corresponding to the reverse of pi and
augmented with additional information). In particular,
• S marks by internal nondeterminism the content of ex-
actly one 3-block bl3 with the special symbol check3 and,
successively, (in case bl does not belong to the first con-
figuration code of pi) marks by external nondeterminism
the content of exactly one 3-block bl ′3 with the special
symbol ĉheck3 (see Figure 2) by ensuring that bl3 and bl
′
3
belong to two consecutive configurations codes along pi;
• for each 2-block bl2 of pi, S generates by internal non-
determinism a tree copy of bl2 (check 2-block-tree). This
tree (see Figure 2(c)) consists of a marked copy (of the
reverse) of bl2 (the content of bl2 is marked by the special
symbol check2) extended with additional branches (cho-
sen by external nondeterminism) which represent marked
copies of the (reverse of) 1-sub-blocks bl1 of bl2 (the con-
tent of bl1 is marked by the special symbol check1).
LetAP = Main∪{check1, check2, check3, ĉheck3}. We
now formally define the AP -labeled trees associated with
the accepting strategy trees of G(S), i.e. the strategy trees
where each play from the root visits a {f}-labeled node. In
the following, a 2AP -labeled tree is minimal if the children
of each node have distinct labels. A branching-nodeof a tree
is a node having at least two distinct children. A tree-code is
a finite minimal 2AP -labeled tree 〈T, Lab〉 such that
• for each path pi from the root, Lab(pi) is a sequence of
ATM configuration code;
• a node x is labeled by {f} iff x is a leaf;
• each node labeled by {∀} has two children, one labeled
by {l} and one labeled by {r}.
Intuitively, tree-codes correspond to the maximal portions
of the accepting strategy trees of G(S) where S performs
push operations (push-phase). We now extend a tree-code
〈T, Lab〉 with extra nodes in such a way that each leaf x
of 〈T, Lab〉 is expanded in a tree, called check-tree) (pop-
phase).
Check-trees: the definition of check-trees is based on the no-
tion of check 2-block-tree and simple check-tree. The struc-
ture of a check 2-block-tree for a 2-block bl2 is illustrated
in Figure ??(c). Note that the unique branching nodes are
labeled by {e1} (and are controlled by the environment). A
partial check 2-block-tree for bl2 is obtained from the check
2-block-tree for bl2 by pruning some choices from the {e1}-
branching nodes. Given a sequence ν of ATM configuration
codes, A simple check-tree for ν is a minimal 2AP -labeled
tree 〈T, Lab〉 such that
• for each path pi from the root, Lab(pi) corresponds to the
reverse of ν followed by ∅ω but there is exactly one 3-
block bl3 of ν whose content is additionally marked by
proposition check3, and in case bl3 does not belong to the
first configuration code of ν, there is exactly one 3-block
bl ′3 whose content is marked by proposition ĉheck3; more-
over, bl ′3 and bl3 belong to two consecutive configuration
codes, and bl ′3 precedes bl3 along ν;
• for each 3-block bl3 of ν, there is a path pi from the root
such that the sequence of nodes associated with bl3 is
marked by check3 (i.e., all the 3-blocks of ν are checked);
• each branching-node x has label {e3} and two children:
one labeled by {λ} and the other one labeled by {λ, tag}
for some λ ∈ Λ and tag ∈ {check3, ĉheck3}. If tag =
check3 (resp., tag = ĉheck3), we say that x is a check3-
branching (resp., ĉheck3-branching) node.
Finally, a check-tree for ν is a minimal 2AP -labeled tree
〈T, Lab〉 which is obtained from some simple check-tree
〈T ′, Lab′〉 for ν by adding for each node x of T ′ with la-
bel {e2} an additional child y and a subtree rooted at y so
that the subtree rooted at x obtained by removing all the de-
scendants of x in T ′ is a partial check 2-block-tree for the
2-block associated with node x in T ′. Thus, in a check-tree,
we have four types of branching nodes: check3-branching
nodes and {e2}-branching nodes which are controlled by the
system, and ĉheck3-branching nodes and {e1}-branching
nodes which are controlled by the environment.
Extended tree-codes: An extended tree-code is a minimal
2AP -labeled tree 〈Te, Labe〉 such that there is a tree-code
〈T, Lab〉 so that 〈Te, Labe〉 is obtained from 〈T, Lab〉 by re-
placing each leaf x with a check-tree for the sequence of
labels associated with the path of 〈T, Lab〉 leading to x. By
construction and the intuitions given about the PMS S, we
easily obtain the following result.
Lemma 4.3. One can build, in time polynomial in the size
of the ATM M, an PMS S over AP and Ag = {env, sys}
s.t.:
• the set of 2AP -labeled trees 〈T, Lab〉 associated with the
accepting strategy trees 〈T, Lab, τ〉 in exec(G(S)) coin-
cides with the set of extended tree-codes;
• for each accepting strategy tree 〈T, Lab, τ〉 in exec(G(S)),
the unique nodes controlled by the system in a check-
subtree of 〈T, Lab, τ〉 are the check3-branching nodes
and the {e2}-branching nodes.
Construction of the ATL∗ formula ϕ in Theorem 4.2. A
check-tree 〈T, Lab〉 for a sequence ν of ATM configuration
codes is well-formed if
• goodness: there are no ĉheck3-branching nodes (this
means that the subtree rooted at the {s3}-node of a
check3-marked 3-block contains at most one ĉheck3-
marked 3-block), and each {e1}-node in a partial 2-block
check-subtree has two children (i.e., all the environment
choices in the {e1}-branching nodes are enabled);
• the ATM configuration codes in ν are well-formed;
• ν starts with the code of the initial configuration for α;
• fairness: ν is faithful to the evolution ofM and for each
path visiting a (well-formed) check3-marked 3-block bl3
ϕfair :=
∧
dir∈{l,r}
AG
([
check3 ∧ (¬l ∧ ¬r)U (dir ∧ X(∃ ∨ ∀))
]
−→
[
(¬e3 ∧ (e2 → ψ=))U s3
] )
ψ= := 〈〈sys〉〉
(
F
[
ĉheck3 ∧ (¬e3 U check2)
]
∧
[
Fcheck1 → X((¬e2 ∧ (e1 → Xη1))U s2)
])
η1 :=
(i=n∧
i=1
∨
b∈{0,1}
((Xi b) ∧ F(check1 ∧ X
i
b))
)
−→
∨
b∈{0,1}
(b ∧ F(check1 ∧ b))
Figure 3: Definition of the ATL∗ formula ϕ= in the proof of Lemma 4.4.
and a (well-formed) ĉheck3-marked 3-block bl
′
3, bl3 and
bl ′3 have the same number.
An extended tree-code 〈Te, Labe〉 is well-formed if each
check-tree in 〈Te, Labe〉 is well-formed. Evidently, there is
a well-formed extended tree-code iff there is an accepting
computation tree of M over α. We show the following re-
sult that together with Lemma 4.3 provides a proof of Theo-
rem 4.2.
Lemma 4.4. One can construct in time polynomial in n
and |AP |, an ATL∗ state formula ϕ over AP and Ag =
{env, sys} such that for each strategy tree T = 〈T, Lab, τ〉
in exec(G(S)), T is a model of ϕ iff 〈T, Lab〉 is a well-
formed extended tree-code.
Sketched Proof. The crucial part of the construction (a full
proof of Lemma 4.4 is given in Appendix B) concerns the
definition of two ATL∗ formulasϕconf and ϕfair satisfying the
following for each good check-tree 〈T, Lab〉 of an accept-
ing strategy tree of the PMS S of Lemma 4.3: 〈T, Lab〉 is a
model of ϕconf (resp., ϕfair) iff the ATM configuration codes
in 〈T, Lab〉 are well-formed (resp., 〈T, Lab〉 satisfies the fair-
ness requirement).We focus on the definition of the formula
ϕfair. By construction and the goodness requirement, for en-
suring the fairness requirement, it suffices to require that for
each (well-formed) check3-marked 3-block bl3 in 〈T, Lab〉
which does not belong to the first configuration code, de-
noted by bl ′3 the unique (well-formed) ĉheck3-marked 3-
block in the subtree rooted at the s3-node of bl3 and by
(up, u, us) (resp., (u
′
p, u
′, u′s)) the content of bl3 (resp., bl
′
3),
the following holds: (i) bl3 and bl
′
3 have the same number,
and (ii) u = nextl(u
′
p, u
′, u′s) if l marks the ATM configura-
tion code of bl3, and u = nextr(u
′
p, u
′, u′s) otherwise.
Here, we define the ATL∗ formula ϕ= ensuring that bl3
and bl ′3 have the same number (see Figure 3). For this, we
exploit the auxiliary formula ψ= in the definition of ϕ= for
requiring from the current e2-node x of the current 2-sub-
block bl2 of bl3 that the 2-sub-block bl
′
2 of bl
′
3 having the
same number as bl2 has the same content as bl2 too. Recall
that in a good check-tree, the unique nodes controlled by the
systems are the check3-branching nodes and the {e2}-nodes,
and each strategy of the system selects exactly one child for
each node controlled by the system. Thus, the formula ψ=
asserts the existence of a a strategy fx of the player system
such that the following holds:
1. each outcome of fx from node x visits a node marked
by check2 whose parent (e2-node) belongs to a ĉheck3-
marked 3-block. This ensures that all the outcomes get
trapped in the same 2-block check-tree associated with
some 2-block bl ′2 of bl
′
3. Moreover, bl2 and bl
′
2 have the
same content.
2. For each outcome pi′ of fx from x which leads to a
marked 1-sub-block bl ′1 (hence, a marked copy of a 1-sub-
block of bl ′2), the 1-sub-block of bl2 having the same num-
ber as bl ′1 has the same content as bl
′
1 too. This ensures
that bl2 and bl
′
2 have the same number.
The first (resp., second) condition is implemented by the
first (resp., second) conjunct in the argument of the strate-
gic quantifier 〈〈sys〉〉 in Figure 3.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have addressed and carefully inves-
tigated the computational complexity of the module-
checking problem of multi-agent pushdown systems (PMS)
against ATL and ATL∗ specifications. As future work, we
aim to investigate the considered problems in the set-
ting of imperfect information under memoryless strate-
gies. We recall that this setting is decidable in the finite-
state case (Alur, Henzinger, and Kupferman 2002). How-
ever, moving to pushdown systems one has to distinguish
whether the missing information relies in the control states,
in the pushdown store, or both. We recall that in pushdown
module checking only the former case is decidable for spec-
ification given in CTL and CTL∗ (Aminof et al. 2013).
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Appendix
A Proof of Claim 1 in the proof of Theorem 3.5
In this section, we provide a proof of Claim 1 in the proof of Theorem 3.5 for the given open PMS S = 〈Q,Γ ∪
{γ0}, q0,Lab,∆〉 overAP and parity ACGA = 〈QA, q
0
A, δ,Ω〉 over 2
AP . Recall thatΥ = (2AP×Ann×Ann)∪{⊥}
where Ann = 2QA×Atoms(A) is the finite set of annotations. For an annotation an ∈ Ann, Dom(an) denotes the set
of A-states q such that (q, atom) ∈ an for some atom atom ∈ Atoms(A), while Cod(an) denotes the set of states
occurring in the atoms of an. Moreover, for each state q ∈ QA, Atoms(q, an) denotes the set of atoms atom such
that (q, atom) ∈ an.
Claim 1: one can construct in singly exponential time a parity NPTA Pwf over Υ-labeled complete kS -trees accept-
ing the set of well-formed annotated extensions of the ⊥-completion encodings of strategy trees of G(S). Moreover,
Pwf has stack alphabet Γ∪{γ0}, number of statesO(|Q| ·2
O(|QA|·|Atoms(A)|)), index 1, and transition function ρ such
that ||ρ|| = O(|∆|) and |ρ| = O(|∆| · 2O(kS ·|QA|·|Atoms(A)|)).
Proof of Claim 1: in order to define the NPTA Pwf, we need additional definitions. Let (q, γ) ∈ Q×(Γ∪{γ0}) with
nextS(q, γ) = {(q1, β1), . . . , (qk, βk)} for some 1 ≤ k ≤ kS . For a move η = (q, (q
′,m,A)) ∈ QA × Atoms(A)
and a non-empty subsetX of nextS(q, γ), we say thatX is consistent with the move η if the following holds:
• case m = : there is an A-decisions dA such that X coincides with the set of pairs ∆(q, γ, d) where d is a full
decision d consistent with dA;
• casem = ♦ : there is a surjective function f : AcA 7→ X such that for each A-decision dA, f(dA) = ∆(q, γ, d)
for some full decision d consistent with dA.
Given an annotation an and a tuple 〈an1, . . . , ank〉 of k annotations, we say that 〈an1, . . . , ank〉 is consistent with
the annotation an and the pair (q, γ) if the following holds:
• an =
⋃i=k
i=1 ani;
• for each move η = (q, (q′,m,A)) ∈ an, the subsetX of nextS(q, γ) = {(q1, β1), . . . , (qk, βk)} consisting of the
pairs (qi, βi) such that η ∈ ani is consistent with the move η and the pair (q, γ).
We denote by Cons(q, γ, an) the set of tuples 〈an1, . . . , ank〉 of k annotations which are consistent with the
annotation an and the pair (q, γ).
We now define the parity NPTA Pwf of index 1 satisfying Claim 1. Essentially, given a Υ-labeled complete kS -
tree 〈{1, . . . , kS}
∗,LabΥ〉, the automaton Pwf, by simulating the behaviour of the open PMS S and by exploiting
the transition function of the parity ACG A, checks that the input is a well-formed annotated extension of the ⊥-
completion encoding of some strategy tree of G(S). Formally, the NPTA Pwf = 〈Υ, P,Γ∪{γ0}, p0, ρ,Ω : p ∈ P 7→
{0}〉 is defined as follows.
The set P of states consists of the triples (q, an,m) where q ∈ Q is a state of the PMS S , an ∈ Ann is an
annotation, and m ∈ {⊥,⊤,⊢} is a state marker such that an = ∅ if m = ⊥. When the state marker m is ⊥, the
NPTA Pwf can read only the letter⊥, while when the state marker is⊤, Pwf can read only letters in Υ\{⊥}. Finally,
when Pwf is in states of the form (q, an,⊢), then it can read both letters in Υ \ {⊥} and the letter ⊥. In this case, it
is left to the environment to decide whether the transition to a configuration of the simulated PMS S of the form
(q, β) is enabled. Intuitively, the three types of states are used to ensure that the environment enables all transitions
from enabled system configurations, enables at least one transition from each enabled environment configuration,
and disables transitions from disabled configurations. Moreover, the annotation an in a control state (q, an,m) of
Pwf represents the guessed subset of the moves in the first annotation of the parent x
′ (if any) of the current concrete
input node for which, starting from x′, a copy of A is sent to the current input node (in the transition function, we
require that in case the current input symbol σ is not ⊥, an coincides with the second annotation of σ).
The transition function ρ : P × Υ × (Γ ∪ {γ0}) → 2
(P×Γ∗)kS is defined as follows. According to the definition
of P , the automaton Pwf can be in a state of the form (q, ∅,⊥), (q, an,⊤), or (q, an,⊢). Both in the first and the
third cases, Pwf can read ⊥, which means that the automaton is reading a disabled or a completion node. Thus,
independently from the fact that the actual configuration of the automaton is associated with an environment or a
system configuration of the open PMS S , ρ propagates states of the form (q, ∅,⊥) to all children of the reading
node. In case the automaton is in a state of the form (q, an,⊤) or (q, an,⊢) and reads a label different from ⊥, the
possible successor states further depend on the particular kind of the configuration in which the automaton is. If Pwf
is in a system configuration of S , then all the children of the reading node associated with the successors of such a
configuration in the CGS G(S) must not be disabled and so, ρ sends to all of them states with marker⊤. If Pwf is in
an environment configuration of S , the all the children of the reading node, but one, associated with the successors
of such a configuration in the CGS G(S)may be disabled and so, ρ sends to all of them states with marker ⊢, except
one, to which ρ sends a state with marker ⊤.
Formally, let (q, an,m) ∈ P , σ ∈ Υ, and γ ∈ Γ ∪ {γ0} with nextS(q, γ) = 〈(q1, β1), . . . , (qk, βk)〉 (1≤k≤kS ).
Then, ρ((q, an,m), σ, γ) is defined as follows:
• Casem ∈ {⊥,⊢}, σ = ⊥, and an = ∅:
ρ((q, ∅,m),⊥, γ) = {〈 ((q, ∅,⊥), ε), . . . , ((q, ∅,⊥), ε)︸ ︷︷ ︸
kS pairs
〉}
That is, ρ((p,m),⊥, A) contains exactly one kS -tuple. In this case all the successors of the current S-configuration
are disabled.
• Case m ∈ {⊤,⊢}, (q, γ) is associated with system S-configurations, σ = (Lab(q), an′, an) for some annotation
an′ such that Cod(an) = Dom(an′), and for each qA ∈ Dom(an
′), Atoms(qA, an
′) is a model of δ(qA,Lab(q)):
ρ((q, an,m), σ, γ) =
⋃
〈an1,...,ank〉∈Cons(q,γ,an′)
{〈((q1, an1,⊤), β1), . . . , ((qk, ank,⊤), βk),
((q, ∅,⊥), ε), . . . ((q, ∅,⊥), ε)︸ ︷︷ ︸
kS−k pairs
〉}
In this case, all the k successors of the current system S-configuration are enabled. Moreover, the automaton
guesses a tuples 〈an1, . . . , ank〉 of k annotations which are consistent with the first annotation an
′ of the input
node and the pair (q, γ), and sends state (qi, ani,⊤) to the ith child of the current input node for all 1 ≤ i ≤ k.
• Casem ∈ {⊤,⊢}, (q, γ) is associated with environment S-configurations, σ = (Lab(q), an′, an) for some annota-
tion an′ such thatCod(an) = Dom(an′), and for each qA ∈ Dom(an
′), Atoms(qA, an
′) is a model of δ(qA,Lab(q)):
in this case ρ((q, an,m), σ, γ) is defined as follows⋃
〈an1,...,ank〉∈Cons(q,γ,an′)
{
〈((q1, an1,⊤), β1), ((q2, an2,⊢), β2), . . . , ((qk, ank,⊢), βk), ((q, ∅,⊥), ε), . . . ((q, ∅,⊥), ε)〉,
〈((q1, an1,⊢), β1), ((q2, an2,⊤), β2), . . . , ((qk, ank,⊢), βk), ((q, ∅,⊥), ε), . . . ((q, ∅,⊥), ε)〉,
...
〈((q1, an1,⊢), β1), ((q2, an2,⊢), β2), . . . , ((qk, ank,⊤), βk), ((q, ∅,⊥), ε), . . . ((q, ∅,⊥), ε)〉
}
In this case, the automaton guesses a tuple 〈an1, . . . , ank〉 of k annotations which is consistent with the first
annotation an′ of the input node and the pair (q, γ) and, additionally, guesses an index 1 ≤ i ≤ k. With these
choices, the automaton sends state (qi, ani,⊤) to the ith child of the current input node and, additionally, ensures
that the ith successor of the current environment S-configuration is enabled while all the other successors may be
disabled.
• All the other cases: ρ((q, an,m), σ, γ) = ∅.
Note that Pwf has O(|Q| · 2
O(|QA|·|Atoms(A)|)) states, ||ρ|| = O(|∆|), and |ρ| = O(|∆| · 2O(kS ·|QA|·|Atoms(A)|)). This
concludes the proof of Claim 1.
B Full proof of Lemma 4.4
Lemma 4.4. One can construct in time polynomial in n and |AP |, an ATL∗ state formula ϕ over AP and Ag =
{env, sys} such that for each strategy tree T = 〈T,Lab, τ〉 in exec(G(S)), T is a model of ϕ iff 〈T,Lab〉 is a
well-formed extended tree-code.
Proof. The ATL∗ formula ϕ is given by
ϕ := AF f ∧ AG(f → (ϕgood ∧ ϕinit ∧ ϕ3bl ∧ ϕconf ∧ ϕfair))
where for a strategy tree T = 〈T,Lab, τ〉 of the PMS S of Lemma 4.3, the first conjunct ensures that T is accepting,
while the subformulas ϕgood, ϕinit, ϕ3bl, ϕconf, and ϕfair ensure the following for each check-tree 〈Tc,Labc〉 of T ,
where ν is the sequence of ATM configuration codes associated with 〈Tc,Labc〉:
• ϕgood is a CTL formula requiring that 〈Tc,Labc〉 is good;
• ϕinit is a CTL
∗ formula guaranteeing that the first configuration code of ν is associated with an ATM configuration
of the form (q0, α(0))α(1) . . . α(n− 1) · (#)
k for some k ≥ 0;
• ϕ3bl is a CTL
∗ formula enforcing well-formedness of 3-blocks along ν;
• ϕconf is an ATL
∗ formula requiring that the ATM configuration codes along ν are well-formed;
• finally, ϕfair is an ATL∗ formula ensuring that ν is faithful to the evolution ofM.
Fix a check-tree 〈Tc,Labc〉 of an accepting strategy tree of the PMS S , and let ν be the sequence of ATM
configuration codes associated with 〈Tc,Labc〉.
For ensuring goodness of 〈Tc,Labc〉, we require that the environment nondeterminism is resolved in the right way,
i.e., each e3-node whose children are not marked by check3 has exactly one child, and each e1-node associated with
a marked 2-block has exactly two children. Hence, being 〈Tc,Labc〉 a minimal labeled tree, the CTL formula ϕgood
is given by
ϕgood := AG
( (
(e3 ∧ ¬EXcheck3)→ (Aĉheck3 ∨ A¬ĉheck3)
)
∧(
check2 → AG(e1 → (Echeck1 ∧ E¬check1))
) )
The definition of the CTL∗ formula ϕinit is involved but standard.
ϕinit := EF
(
(f ∨ ∃ ∨ ∀) ∧ ((¬l ∧ ¬r)U (l ∧ ¬EX
∨
p∈AP
p))∧
(e3 → Xψ#)U (e3 ∧ X(ψn ∧ (¬e3 U (e3 ∧ X(ψn−1 ∧ . . . (¬e3 U (e3 ∧ X(ψ1 ∧ XG¬e3))) . . .)))))
)
where ψ# :=
∨
(up,#,us)∈Λ
(up,#, us) and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, ψi corresponds to the i
th symbol of the code of the
initial ATM configuration for α.
Construction of the ATL∗ formula ϕ3bl. The CTL
∗ formula ϕ3bl requires that the 3-blocks along ν are well-formed
(hence, the 2n-bit counter in a 3-block is proper updated).
ϕ3bl := ϕ2bl ∧ ϕ2,first ∧ ϕ2,last ∧ ϕ2,inc
The conjunct ϕ2bl checks that the 2-blocks are well-formed.
ϕ2bl := AG
(
e1 → (X
n+2s1 ∧
n+1∧
i=1
∨
b∈{0,1}
Xib)
)
∧ AG
(
(e1 ∧ X
n+3s2)→
n+1∧
i=2
Xi0
)
∧
AG
(
(¬s1 ∧ Xe1)→
n+2∧
i=3
Xi1
)
∧ AG
(
(e1 ∧ X
n+3e1)→
n+1∨
i=2
[
(Xi1 ∧ Xn+3+i0) ∧
i−1∧
j=2
∨
b∈{0,1}
(Xjb ∧ Xn+3+jb) ∧
n+1∧
j=i+1
(Xj0 ∧ Xn+3+j1)
])
where: (i) the first conjunct in the definition of ϕ2bl ensures well-formedness of 1-blocks, (ii) the second and third
conjuncts ensure that the first and last 1-blocks of a 2-block have number 0 and 2n − 1, respectively (recall that the
paths of the check-tree 〈Tc,Labc〉 are associated to the reverse of ν), and (iii) the last conjunct ensures the for two
adjacent 1-blocks bl1 and bl
′
1 along a 2-block, bl1 and bl
′
1 have consecutive numbers.
The second conjunct ϕ2,first in the definition of ϕ3bl ensures that the first 2-block of a 3-block along ν has number
0.
ϕ2,first := AG
([
e2 ∧ X(¬e2 U s3)
]
−→ X
[
(¬e2 ∧ (e1 → X0))U s3
])
The second conjunct ϕ2,last guarantees that the last 2-block bl2 of a 3-block has number 2
2n − 1 (i.e., the content of
each 1-sub-block of bl2 is 1).
ϕ2,last := AG
([
¬s2 ∧ Xe2 ∧ Fs2
]
−→ X
[
(¬s2 ∧ (e1 → X1))U s2
])
Finally, the last conjunct ϕ2,inc in the definition of ϕ3bl guarantees that for all adjacent 2-blocks bl2 and bl
′
2 of a
3-block along ν, bl2 and bl
′
2 have consecutive numbers. For this, assuming that bl
′
2 follows bl2 along the reverse of
ν, we need to check that there is a 1-sub-block bl1 of bl2 whose content is 1 and the following holds:
• the 1-sub-block of bl ′2 with the same number as bl1 has content 0.
• Let bl1 be a 1-sub-block of bl2 distinct from bl1, and bl
′
1 be the 1-sub-block of bl
′
2 having the same number as
bl1. Then, bl1 and bl
′
1 have the same content if bl1 precedes bl1 along the reverse of bl2; otherwise, the content of
bl1 is 0 and the content of bl
′
1 is 1.
In order to check these conditions, we exploit the branches of the 2-level check-tree in 〈Tc,Labc〉 associated with
(a copy of) bl ′2 which lead to marked copies of the 1-sub-blocks of bl
′
2. In particular, the auxiliary formula θ(b, b
′),
where b, b′ ∈ {0, 1}, in the definition of ϕ2,inc below, requires that for the current 1-sub-block bl1 of bl2 and for
the path from bl1 which leads to the marked copy bl
′
1 of the 1-sub-block of bl
′
2 having the same number as bl1, the
following holds: the content of bl1 is b and the content of bl
′
1 is b
′.
ϕ2,inc := AG
(
(e2 ∧ (¬s3 U e2)) −→ X
[{
¬e2 ∧ (e1 →
∨
b∈{0,1}
θ(b, b))
}
U
{
θ(1, 0) ∧ e1 ∧ X((¬e2 ∧ (e1 → θ(0, 1)))U e2)
}] )
θ(b, b′) := Xb ∧ E
([
¬e2 U (e2 ∧ X(check2 ∧ F(check1 ∧ b
′)))
]
∧
n∧
i=1
∨
c∈{0,1}
[
Xi+1c ∧ F(check1 ∧ X
ic)
])
We now illustrate the crucial part of the construction. By definition of ϕgood and ϕ3bl, we can assume that the check-
tree 〈Tc,Labc〉 is good and all the 3-blocks along ν are well-formed. For defining the remaining ATL
∗ formulas ϕconf
and ϕfair, we exploit a similar pattern: starting from an {e2}-node xbl2 related to a 2-block bl2 of the good check-tree
〈Tc,Labc〉, we need to isolate another 2-block bl
′
2 following bl2 along the reverse of ν and checking, in particular,
that bl2 and bl
′
2 have the same number. Moreover, for the case of the formula ϕconf, we require that the 3-block of
bl ′2 is adjacent to the 3-block of bl2 within the same ATM configuration code, while for the case of the formula
ϕfair, we require that the 3-block of bl2 (resp., bl
′
2) is check3-marked (resp., ĉheck3-marked) in the considered path
of 〈Tc,Labc〉.
Recall that in a good check-tree, the unique nodes controlled by the systems are the check3-branching nodes and
the {e2}-nodes, and each unmarked 2-block is associated with a 2-block check-tree (2-BCT for short). In particular,
in a 2-BCT, all the nodes, but the root (which is an {e2}-node), are controlled by the environment. Moreover, each
strategy of the system selects exactly one child for each node controlled by the system. Hence, there is a strategy
fbl2 of the player system such that
• (*) each play consistent with the strategy fbl2 starting from node xbl2 gets trapped in the 2-BCT of bl
′
2, and
• (**) each path starting from node xbl2 and leading to some marked 1-block of the 2-BCT for bl
′
2 is consistent with
the strategy fbl2 .
Thus, in order to isolate a 2-block bl ′2, an ATL
∗ formula “guesses” the strategy fbl2 and check that conditions
(*) and (**) are fulfilled by simply requiring that each outcome from the current node xbl2 visits a node marked
by proposition check2. Additionally, by exploiting the branches of the 2-BCT leading to marked 1-blocks, we can
check by a formula of polynomial size that bl2 and bl
′
2 have the same number. We now proceed with the technical
details about the construction of the ATL∗ formulas ϕconf and ϕfair.
Construction of the ATL∗ formula ϕconf. The ATL
∗ formula ϕconf is defined as follows.
ϕconf := ϕ3,first ∧ ϕ3,last ∧ ϕ3,inc
The conjunct ϕ3,first requires that the first 3-block of an ATM configuration code along ν has number 0.
ϕ3,first := AG
([
e3 ∧ X(¬e3 U (l ∨ r))
]
−→ X
[
(¬e3 ∧ (e2 → X0))U (l ∨ r)
])
The second conjunct ϕ3,last guarantees that the last 3-block bl3 of an ATM configuration code has number
Tower (n, 3)− 1 (i.e., the content of each 2-sub-block of bl3 is 1).
ϕ3,last := AG
([
¬s3 ∧ Xe3 ∧ Fs3
]
−→ X
[
(¬s3 ∧ (e2 → X1))U s3
])
The last conjunct ϕ3,inc in the definition of ϕconf checks that for all adjacent 3-blocks bl3 and bl
′
3 of an ATM
configuration code along ν, bl3 and bl
′
3 have consecutive numbers. For this, assuming that bl
′
3 follows bl3 along the
reverse of ν, we need to check that there is a 2-sub-block bl2 of bl3 whose content is 1 and the following holds:
• the 2-sub-block of bl ′3 with the same number as bl2 has content 0.
• Let bl2 be a 2-sub-block of bl3 distinct from bl2, and bl
′
2 be the 2-sub-block of bl
′
3 having the same number as
bl2. Then, bl2 and bl
′
2 have the same content if bl2 precedes bl2 along the reverse of bl3; otherwise, the content of
bl2 is 0 and the content of bl
′
2 is 1.
In order to check these conditions, we exploit the auxiliary formula η(b, b′), where b, b′ ∈ {0, 1}, in the definition of
ϕ3,inc below, for requiring from the current e2-node x of the current 2-sub-block bl2 of bl3 that the content of bl2 is
b and the 2-sub-block bl ′2 of bl
′
3 having the same number as bl2 has content b
′. In order to ensure the last condition,
the formula η(b, b′) asserts the existence of a a strategy fx of the player system such that the following holds:
1. each outcome of fx from node x visits a node marked by check2 whose parent (e2-node) belongs to a 2-block of
bl ′3. This ensures that all the outcomes get trapped in the same 2-block check-tree associated with some 2-block
bl ′2 of bl
′
3. Moreover, the content of bl
′
2 is b
′.
2. For each outcome pi′ of fx from x which leads to a marked 1-sub-block bl
′
1 (hence, a marked copy of a 1-sub-
block of bl ′2), denoting by bl1 the 1-sub-block of bl2 having the same number as bl
′
1, it holds that bl1 and bl
′
1 have
the same content. This ensures that bl2 and bl
′
2 have the same number.
The first (resp., second) condition is implemented by the first (resp., second) conjunct in the argument of the
strategic quantifier 〈〈sys〉〉 in the definition of η(b, b′) below.
ϕ3,inc := AG
(
(e3 ∧ (¬l ∧ ¬r)U e3) −→ X
[{
¬e3 ∧ (e2 →
∨
b∈{0,1}
η(b, b))
}
U
{
η(1, 0) ∧ e2 ∧ X((¬e3 ∧ (e2 → η(0, 1)))U e3)
}] )
η(b, b′) := Xb ∧ 〈〈sys〉〉
([
¬e3 U (e3 ∧ X(¬e3 U (check2 ∧ b
′)))
]
∧[
Fcheck1 → X((¬e2 ∧ (e1 → Xη1))U s2)
])
η1 :=
(i=n∧
i=1
∨
b∈{0,1}
((Xi b) ∧ F(check1 ∧ X
ib))
)
−→
∨
b∈{0,1}
(b ∧ F(check1 ∧ b))
Construction of the ATL∗ formula ϕfair. We can assume that the check-tree 〈Tc,Labc〉 is good and all the ATM
configuration codes along ν are well-formed. By construction, in order to ensure that ν is faithful to the evolution of
M, it suffices to require that for each (well-formed) check3-marked 3-block bl3 in 〈Tc,Labc〉 which does not belong
to the first configuration code of ν, denoted by bl ′3 the unique (well-formed) ĉheck3-marked 3-block in the subtree
rooted at the s3-node of bl3 and by (up, u, us) (resp., (u
′
p, u
′, u′s)) the content of bl3 (resp., bl
′
3), the following holds:
(i) bl3 and bl
′
3 have the same number, and (ii) u = nextl(u
′
p, u
′, u′s) if l marks the ATM configuration code of bl3,
and u = nextr(u
′
p, u
′, u′s) otherwise.
In order to check that bl3 and bl
′
3 have the same number, we exploit the auxiliary formula ψ= in the definition
of ϕfair below, for requiring from the current e2-node x of the current 2-sub-block bl2 of bl3 that the 2-sub-block
bl ′2 of bl
′
3 having the same number as bl2 has the same content as bl2 too. In order to ensure the last condition, the
formula ψ= asserts the existence of a a strategy fx of the player system such that the following holds:
1. each outcome of fx from node x visits a node marked by check2 whose parent (e2-node) belongs to a ĉheck3-
marked 3-block. This ensures that all the outcomes get trapped in the same 2-block check-tree associated with
some 2-block bl ′2 of bl
′
3. Moreover, bl2 and bl
′
2 have the same content.
2. For each outcome pi′ of fx from x which leads to a marked 1-sub-block bl
′
1 (hence, a marked copy of a 1-sub-
block of bl ′2), denoting by bl1 the 1-sub-block of bl2 having the same number as bl
′
1, it holds that bl1 and bl
′
1 have
the same content. This ensures that bl2 and bl
′
2 have the same number.
ϕfair :=
∧
dir∈{l,r}
AG
([
check3 ∧ (¬l ∧ ¬r)U (dir ∧ X(∃ ∨ ∀))
]
−→
[(
(¬e3 ∧ (e2 → ψ=))U s3
)
∧
∨
(up,u,us),(u′p,u
′,u′s)∈Λ: u=nextdir(u
′
p,u
′,u′s)
(
(up, u, us) ∧ EF(ĉheck3 ∧ (u
′
p, u
′, u′s))
)] )
ψ= := 〈〈sys〉〉
(
F
[
ĉheck3 ∧ (¬e3 U check2)
]
∧
[
Fcheck1 → X((¬e2 ∧ (e1 → Xη1))U s2)
])
where η1 corresponds to the homonymous subformula of the auxiliary formula η(b, b
′) used in the definition of
ϕ3,inc. This concludes the proof of Lemma 4.4.
